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High quality data is an important asset in numerous business and organizations. The quality of data, i.e., the ability of data to 
meet user requirement can have a tremendous impact in an organization to develop an astounding data quality satisfaction 
subsequently provide a better platform to achieve top service in organizations. The assessment of data quality dimensions 
must consider the degree to which data satisfy users’ needs. Data quality assessment although multi-dimensional but identical 
in most of the assessment structure. Therefore, it is important to develop an assessment of data quality dimensions 
specifically to measure the degree of user’s satisfaction and judgement of the data to obtain a correct interpretation of data 
quality assessment result. This paper proposes a conceptual framework of data quality assessment from user’s perspective 
that draws the assessment specifically to measure user requirements and satisfactions. This framework can be evaluated and 
will be used to improve and extend knowledge of relationship between data quality dimensions and its assessment from 
user’s perspective. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Data can be defined as a representation of people, 
objects, events, concepts and phenomena in the real 
world1,2. Therefore, when it comes to the discussion of 
quality data, we can say that poor quality data is an 
outcome of poor representation of the real world. 
According to Wang3 information is an outcome of 
processed data. Therefore, in the context of information 
systems, these representations of real world are 
moderated by the needs of the system users. and hence 
the reference framework to evaluate the representation is 
the set of data user needs.  
In the early years, scholars initiated to study on 
quality, particularly in the quality product, and several of 
its definitions, for example, “Conformance to 
requirements”4, “fitness for use”5,6. Professor Richard Y. 
Wang from MIT University and his Total Data Quality 
Management group has done research in the data quality 
area and proposed that  
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“data quality judgement depends on data consumer”7. In 
general, two widely data quality definitions 
acknowledged 
are “fitness for use” and “conformance to requirements”.  
The fitness for use definitions assess quality notably 
from user’s perspective thus widely used among product 
designers and marketing however it is difficult to measure 
since consumer expectations varied. Meanwhile, 
conformance to requirements definitions favoured among 
producers and custodians since specifications can be 
defined and measured. 
 Data quality assessment and its dimensions have been 
broadly discussed by many researchers. Current literature 
review appears to validate that data quality assessment 
although multi-dimensional but identical in most of the 
assessment structure. Many of the researchers provided 
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